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Introduction:  This work describes a Rock Auto-

mated Detector (RAD) algorithm developed for the 
analysis of ExoMars 2016 mission landing site. 

Rock Abundance (RA), rocks size-frequency dis-
tributions and cumulative area covered form rocks 
have been widely used to assess the landing risk for 
planetary probes on Mars [1][2][3][4]. Nevertheless 
this information is useful to understand the geologic 
history and evolution of planetary surfaces, evaluate 
the surface roughness and the degree of ero-
sion/deposition that has occurred [5]. 

High-resolution images of planetary surfaces can 
be used to perform rock detection but manual search-
ing for rocks is an intensive work even for small areas. 
As a consequence, an automatic or semi-automatic 
algorithm to identify rocks is mandatory to enable fur-
ther processing as determining the rocks presence, size, 
height (by means of shadows) and spatial distribution 
over an area of interest. 

The performances of this algorithm have been 
evaluated on both images of Martian analogue area of 
Morocco desert and HiRISE images. Results have been 
compared with ground truth obtained by means of 
manual rock identification. The experimental activity 
gave evidence that the developed algorithm is effective 
on isolated rocks as well on rocks clusters. Moreover 
this algorithm can be applied on images taken with 
very different illumination conditions and on terrains 
with a broad range of textures. 

Method:  rocks on high-resolution images appear 
to have a huge variety of textures and very often their 
Data Number (DN) is close to the image background. 
Moreover rocks can be clustered together in self-
occluding piles and/or partially covered from sand. 
Image histograms are unimodal and bell-shaped with 
two tails corresponding to shadows on one side and 
rocks on the other. 

The proposed algorithm uses morphological top-hat 
and bottom-hat operators to put in evidence the bright-
er and darkest pixel on the image. 

Since both rocks and cast shadows can have differ-
ent size, the image is processed using circular opera-
tors at different scales. Then, the corrected images are 
transformed in binary maps by means of maximum 
entropy thresholding [6][7]. Binary maps at different 
scales are combined and only the pixels classified over 
a minimum number of scales are retained. 

Connected components are identified on the two 
maps (rocks and shadows). 

Shadow are fitted with ellipses and, for each, el-
lipse, the corresponding rock footprint is defined as a 
circle, with the center on the shadow terminator and 
the radius computed as the projection of the ellipse on 
the direction orthogonal to the light (similar to [2][6]). 

Finally rocks determined from shadows and rocks 
determined from image analysis are merged on a final 
rock map. 

Validation on Mars analogue terrain:  this algo-
rithm has been validated by means of a imaging cam-
paign on the Morocco desert. DRELIO drone has been 
used to get high-resolution images (up to 2 cm/px) of 
Mars analogue areas, and then the RAD has been used 
to map rocks and build rock abundance maps. 

RAD results have been compared with manual 
mapped rocks on some selected sites/image crops. 
RAD was able to detect the 95% to 97% of rocks cov-
ered by at least 4 pixels.  

The estimated RA ranges from 1% to 45%. Rock 
covered area resulted slightly overestimated for small 
rocks (4 to 12 pixels) and underestimated for isolated 
big rocks (more than 50 pixels). Putting some limit on 
the maximum size of rocks and on the maximum scale 
of morphological operators the error on the RA is lim-
ited to +- 5%. 

Testing on HiRISE images:  RAD has been tested 
also on HiRISE images of different terrains (even if 
not suitable for probes landing) and with different in-
cidence angles. 

For each image the rock abundance map, rock size-
frequency distribution and rock height/diameter-
frequency distribution have been computed. As an ex-
ample results from PSP_013249_1270 are shown in 
the following figures. 

Rocks size-frequency distributions decay following 
a power law (in the considered diameter ranges) con-
sistently with fragmentation theories [8]. The distribu-
tion of rocks height/diameter ratio clusters between 0.5 
and 0.75 (examples in Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

The cumulative fractional area covered by rocks 
tends to converge (for diameter that goes to zero) to 
the mean observed rock abundance (example in Figure 
3). Even if this characteristic curve is widely used to 
evaluate landing hazards it does not represent the spa-
tial distribution of rocks. Locally the rock abundance 
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can exceed the observed mean of many orders of mag-
nitude (example in Figure 4). Hence only the map of 
rock abundance (properly binned) can be used to 
properly identify the rockiest areas (hazards) and in-
vestigate deposition and transport phenomena that 
shaped the surface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: PSP_013249_1270 rocks size-frequency 

distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: PSP_013249_1270 rocks height/diameter 

ratio frequency distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: PSP_013249_1270 fractional cumulative 

area covered by rocks with diameter > D. The curve 

tends to the observed mean rock abundance of 1.7%. 
Red curves are the generalized models developed fit-
ting Viking data for 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 and 10 total 
rock coverage [8]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: PSP_013249_1270 rock abundance map 

binned at 64 m. The observed mean rock abundance is 
1.7% but locally the area covered by rocks can reach 
the 10% (red pixels). 
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